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Abstract: Leader election is an important problem in distributed computing, and it is applied in many scientific fields such as communication network [1,2,3,4,5], centralized mutual exclusion algorithm [6,7], centralized control IPC, Berkeley algorithm, etc. Synchronization between processes often requires one process acting as a coordinator. The coordinator might not remain the same, because it might get crashed. Bully election algorithm is one of the classic methods which is used to determine the process with highest priority number as the coordinator. In this paper, we will discuss the drawbacks of Garcia_Molina’s Bully algorithm and then we will present an optimized method for the Bully algorithm called modified bully algorithm. Our analytical simulation shows that, our algorithm is more efficient rather than the Bully algorithm with fewer message passing and fewer stages.
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1 Introduction

Election of a leader is a fundamental problem in distributed computing. It has been the subject of intensive research since its importance was first articulated by Gerard Le Lann [8] in 1977. The practical importance of elections in a distributed computing is further emphasized by Garcia_Molina’s Bully algorithm [9] in 1982. Based on a network topology, to elect a high-priority leader, many kinds of leader election algorithm have been presented. There are some algorithms about the election such as Fredrickson and Lynch [10], Singh and Kurose [11], etc. Other algorithms such as B.Awerbuch algorithm [12], Gallage & Humblet algorithm [13], Gafini algorithm [14], Chin & Ting Algorithm [15], Chow & Luo Algorithm [16] are based on spanning tree. Also some related papers proposed based on Ring Algorithm for electing the leader such as Change-Roberts [17], Peterson [18], Franklin [19], Hishberg [20], etc.. Bully algorithm is one of the most applicable elections Algorithms that was presented by Garcia_Molina.

In this paper, we discuss the drawback of synchronous Garcia_Molina’s Bully algorithm and modify it with an optimal message algorithm. We show that our algorithm is more efficient than Garcia_Molina’s Bully algorithm, because of fewer message passing and fewer stages.

In future work we will implement our algorithm with asynchronous model in order to decrease number of message passing in asynchronous bully algorithm.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: In section 2 Garcia_Molina’s Bully algorithm is briefly introduced and its advantage and disadvantage are discussed. In section 3 improved method for solving Bully algorithm drawbacks is presented. In section 4 Garcia_Molina’s bully algorithm and our modified algorithm are compared. Finally in the last section we conclude these paper.

2 Bully Algorithm

Bully algorithm is one of the most applicable election Algorithms which was presented by Garcia_Molina in 1982. In this algorithm each process has a unique number to distinguish them and each process knows other’s process number. In this algorithm processes don’t know which ones are currently up and down. The aim of election Algorithm execution is selecting
one process as leader (Coordinator) that all processes agree with it. (i.e. process with the highest id number). Suppose that the process P realizes the coordinator has crashed. This algorithm has the following steps:

**Step1**- when a process, P, notices that the coordinator crashed, it initiates an election algorithm

1.1- P sends an ELECTION message to all processes with higher numbers respect to itself.

1.2- If no one responses, P wins the election and becomes a coordinator.

**Step2**- when a process receives an ELECTION message from one of the processes with lower numbered response to it:

2.1- The receiver sends an OK message back to the sender to indicate that it is alive and will take over.

2.2- The receiver holds an election, unless it is already holding one.

2.3- Finally, all processes give up except one that is the new coordinator.

2.4- The new coordinator announces its victory by sending a message to all processes telling them, it is the new coordinator.

The main drawback of Bully algorithm is the high number of message passing. As it is mentioned before the message passing has order $o(n^2)$ that increases traffic in network.

The advantages of Bully algorithm are that this algorithm is a distributed method with simple implementation. This method requires at most five stages, and the probability of detecting a crashed process during the execution of algorithm is lowered in contrast to other algorithms. Therefor other algorithms impose heavy traffic in the network in contrast to Bully algorithm. Another advantage of this algorithm is that only the processes with higher priority number respect to the priority number of process that detects the crash coordinator will be involved in election, not all process are involved. In brief, Bully algorithm is a safe way for election, however its traffic is relatively high. In section 3 we proposed a solution to overcome these drawbacks.

3 Modified Bully Algorithm

As has been mentioned in section 2 in Bully algorithm number of messages that should be exchanged between processes is high. Therefore this method imposes heavy traffic in network.

For solving this drawback we will present optimized method by modifying the Bully algorithm, that intensively decreases the number of messages that should be exchanged between processes. Furthermore the number of stages is decreased from at most five stages to at most four stages.

Our algorithm has following steps: (fig.1)

**Step1**- When process P notices that the coordinator has crashed, it initiates an election algorithm.

**Step2**- When the process P finds out that the coordinator is crashed, sends ELECTION message to all other processes with higher priority number.

**Step3**- Each process that receives ELECTION messages (with higher process than P) sends OK message with its unique priority number to process P.

**Step4**- If no process responses to process P, it will broadcast one COORDINATOR message to all processes, declaring itself as a coordinator. If some process response to process P by comparing the priority numbers, the process P will select the process with the highest priority number as coordinator and then sends to it the GRANT message.

**Step5**- at this stage the coordinator process will broadcast a message to all other processes and informs itself as a coordinator.

**Step6**- immediately after the process with higher number compare to coordinator is up, our algorithm is run.

New algorithm not only has all advantages of Bully algorithm also it doesn’t has the drawback of Bully algorithm (high number of message passing). Furthermore maximum number of stages is decreased from five stages to four stages.

It is clear that if process P crashes after sending ELECTION message to higher processes, or crashes after receiving the priority numbers from process with higher priority number, higher process wait at most 3D time for coordinator broadcast. (D is average propagation delay). If it will not receive, this process runs the modified algorithm. If a process with higher priority number crashes after sending its priority number to P, process P sends GRANT message to it meaning that it is the highest process
and $P$ waits for broadcasting coordinator message. If after $D$ time, process $P$ doesn’t receive the COORDINATOR message, it repeats the algorithm again.

Therefore we can use this algorithm as an efficient and safe method to selecting the coordinator.

### 3.1 A novel solution for a drawback of Bully algorithm

In Bully algorithm when more than one process or all processes find out that the coordinator has crashed simultaneously, all of them run in parallel Bully algorithm, therefore heavy traffic imposed to the network.

For solving this problem in modified bully algorithm we act as follow (fig.2).

**Step1**-When process $P$ realizes that the coordinator has crashed, it initiates modified bully election algorithm presented in section 3.

**Step1**-When a process, $P$, notices that the coordinator crashed, it initiates an election algorithm

**Step2**-If processes receive the ELECTION message from process or processes with lower priority number, don’t continue the algorithm and let electing to lowest process.

**Step3**-The process that initiates modified election algorithm (in case of not receiving any response of election message), while can informs as coordinator that not receives any ELECTION message from lower process in its running time.

### 4 Advantages of our algorithm in contrast with bully Algorithm

In this section we will compare Bully algorithm and modified bully algorithm:

**In point of number of stages:**

In point of number of stages Bully algorithm always is executed in five stages, while our algorithm find out the coordinator after four stages.
4.1 Analytical comparison of two algorithms if only one process detects the crashed coordinator

If only one process detects crashed coordinator:

- **n**: The number of processes
- **r**: The priority number of processes that find out the crashed coordinator

The number of messages passing between processes when the *r*-th member detects the crashed Coordinator:

In bully modified algorithm the number of massages passing between processes for performing election is obtained from the following formula:

\[ N_{(r)} = 2 \times (n-r) + n \]  

(1)

Which has Order \( o(n) \). In the worst case that is \( r = 1 \) (process with lowest priority number finds out crashed coordinator):

\[ N_{(1)} = 2 \times (n-1) + n = 3n - 1 \]  

(2)

Whereas in the Bully algorithm for performing election, the number of massages passing between processes is obtained from the following formula:

\[ N_{(r)} = (n-r+1)(n-r) + n - 1 \]  

(3)

In the worst case that is \( r = 1 \) (process with lowest priority number detects crashed coordinator):

\[ N_{(1)} = n^2 - 1 \]  

(4)

Which has Order \( O(n^2) \).

Number of messages in modified bully algorithm will be equal to \( 3n - 1 \) that obviously means this modified algorithm is better than bully algorithm with fewer messages passing and the fewer stages.

Fig. 3 clearly shows the comparison between bully algorithm and modified bully algorithm (when one process finds out that crashed coordinator). Horizontal axis indicates the priority number of processes that realize crashed coordinator, and vertical axis indicates the number of message passing. For example if the number of processes is 1000 and 100th process realizes that crashed coordinator, in bully algorithm number of message passing is equals to 811899 but in modified bulbly algorithm equals to 2800.
4.2 Analytical comparison of two algorithms
if set of \( S = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m\} \) run the algorithm simultaneously.

Now assume that the set of processes in \( S = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m\} \) from processes realize the coordinator has crashed concurrently (\( r_1 \) is lowest process):

In bully algorithm the number of message passing between processes to perform election is obtained from the following formula:

\[
T = (n - r_1 + 1)(n - r_1) + n - 1 \quad (5)
\]

In our modified algorithm the number of message passing between processes for performing election is obtained from the following formula:

\[
T = (n - r_1) + \sum_{\{r \in S\}} (n - r) + n \quad (6)
\]

In bully algorithm the number of message passing is based on the process with lowest priority number. That is there isn’t any difference between state that only process \( r_1 \) detects the crashed coordinator and state that in which the set of \( S = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m\} \) detects crashed coordinator.

But in modified algorithm the set of \( S = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m\} \) is also important. If the priority numbers of the processes detecting the crashed coordinator is higher, the number of message passing will be decreased considerably.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the drawbacks of Garcia_Molina’s Bully algorithm and then we presented an optimized method for the Bully
algorithm called modified bully algorithm. Our analytical simulation shows that our algorithm is more efficient rather than the Bully algorithm, in both number of messages passing and the number of stages, and when only one process run the algorithm message passing complexity decreased from $O(n^2)$ to $O(n)$ (formula 1.3). In this analysis we consider the worst case in modified algorithm. Result of this analysis clearly shows that modified algorithm is better than bully algorithm with fewer message passing and fewer stages.
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